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Abstract. The paper considers the task of the group’s collective plan
intellectual agents. Robotic systems are considered as agents, possessing
a manipulator and acting with objects in a determined external envi-
ronment. The MultiMAP planning algorithm proposed in the article is
hierarchical. It is iterative and based on the original sign representation of
knowledge about objects and processes, agents knowledge about them-
selfs and about other members of the group. For distribution actions
between agents in general plan signs “I ” and “Other” (“They”) are
used. In conclusion, the results of experiments in the model problem
“Blocksworld” for a group of several agents are presented.
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1 Introduction

Collective robotics mind currently attract attention of specialists in artificial
intelligence (AI), as well as experts in the actual robotics. Great success has been
achieved in team games (i.e. RoboCup [10]) and joint movement of unmanned
vehicles (swarms and UAV groups) [7,8,19]. However, the task of allocating roles
in a group of autonomous agents that solve more than one of the specific problem,
is universal, i.e. able to learn in the new stating the statements and simultane-
ously taking into account the opportunities and training of others agents that
are integral parts of the solution was much more complicated and good-enough
solution still does not appear. The main efforts to solve this problem of robotic
system that would allow it not only to function sport, but also to learn in it, to
build conceptual plans of behavior and exchange messages with other members
of the coalition [2,6,18]. One of the key the subtask in creating such cognitive
resources is the selection and use of method of knowledge representation and the
basis for the synthesis behavior plan.

In this paper we present the original MultiMAP algorithm - behavior plan
synthesis of a group of intelligent agents that represent robotic systems with
different manipulators, which constrain their ability to interact with objects of
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the external environment. For example, some agents can operate only with big
objects and others only with small ones. Such a difference in functionality leads to
the fact that some tasks can not be solved only by one agent and encourage him
to consider the possible actions of other agents. To represent knowledge about
processes and objects of the external environment, knowledge about himself
and other agents in real work uses a model of sign based world model [13–
15], which relies on the psychological theory of human activity [9,11]. The base
element of sign world model is a four-component structure - a sign that combines
both declarative and procedural knowledge about the object, process or subject
activities. The agent keeps the idea of himself and his abilities in the sign “I ”,
and information about the abilities of other agents - in the corresponding signs
“A1”, “A2”, etc.

The proposed planning algorithm is iterative and hierarchical. Convergence
of the iterations of planning from the declared event case, if the knowledge
or skills of the agent is enough to build a complete plan. Hierarchy is that
conceptual actions the agent at the beginning tries to use, specifying them if
necessary. The model of sign based world model allows an agent to include
in the plan both his own actions and the actions of other agents. Also, the
agent remembers all his successful attempts to achieve goals and subgoals, using
the accumulated experience in new situations, which allows planning on the
precedents, the decreasing time, the execution of the plan and the length of the
resulting chains of actions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 complete the statement of the
planning in a group of intelligent agents problem and a short description of
the presentation tasks for agents (ML-PDDL and PDDL3). In Sect. 3 a brief
overview of the planning in multi-agent systems and comparison with the present
work. In Sect. 4 presented implementation of algorithm in the group of agents
possessing the sign based world model, and a description of the model problem
“Blocksworld” is given. In Sect. 5 the results of model experiments and their
discussion are given.

2 Problem Statement

In this work, an intelligent agent will be understood as hardware or a software
system that has the autonomy, reactivity, activity, and commutativity proper-
ties. These properties allow the agent to interact with the environment that
includes various types of objects. The plan P of the agent Ak is called the
sequence of actions P (Ak) = 〈a1(Ai1), a2(Ai2), . . .〉, obtained as a result of plan-
ning algorithm work, where Aij is the agent performing the action aj . The plan
is formed by agent based on the goal, information about the current state of the
environment and the dynamics of its change. In the present paper we consider
the simplest case where agents modelling plans in tasks which have only the
one possible choice of the roles distribution. This allows us not to consider the
problems of coordinating plans.

We describe the task and the planning domain using languages PDDL3 and
ML-PDDL [3], which uses the predicate calculus of the first order. The planning
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task T = 〈AO,S, F,C〉 consists of a set of agents and objects of the environment
OE (example in Table 1 - field: objects), initial S and final F states of the
environment (fields :init and :goal) and the constraints on the actions of agents
C (field :constraints). The initial state S consists of a predicates set which are
true in the initial situation, before the action is initiated by the agent, F includes
the predicates that are true in the goal situation of the problem. The set C
describes the constraints on the applicability of an action in the context of agent
properties. For example, agent A1 only works with small objects, and A2 only
with big ones.

The domain of the problem D = 〈V, TO,A〉 includes descriptions of predi-
cates V , types of TO objects, and actions of agents A. The type of objects defines
a class-subclass relation in the agent’s knowledge base. Predicates describe
some statement about an object (for example, a predicate 〈blocksize〉 : a big
block). The planning domain includes non-specific predicates that describe
the type of relationship between an object of a certain type and its spe-
cific property. The planning task includes the specified predicates, where an
abstract type of substituted coefficients is found. The description of the action
a = 〈n,Cond,Eff〉includes the name of the action n, a list of its Cond precon-
ditions and Eff effects. The list of preconditions includes predicates that form
the condition for applying this action, and the effect listings consists of pred-
icates, which meanings became true after applying the action. The effect also
includes a set of predicates with the NOT key, which denote those predicates
whose meaning has ceased to be true.

In the article the task is transformed from the description presented in PDDL
to a sign based world model. The loading the world model process of an agent
is explicitly described in Sect. 4.2.

3 Related Works

Planning in a group of agents is a sufficiently developed direction in the theory
of multi-agent systems. We note a number of papers using a close formulation
of the problem.

In the article [5] the approach directed on improvement of productivity
of agents in successive manipulation problems is considered. A disconnected
with the agent optimization-based approach to problem solving planning and
motion adjustment is described, including elements of symbolic and geometric
approaches. The algorithm generates auxiliary actions of the agent, which allows
other participants to reduce cognitive and kinematic load during the task execu-
tion being in the coalition of agents. The task domain is described using symbolic
predicates with the addition of special functions to implement geometric con-
straints in the algorithm. The target state is described by abstract predicates,
which make it possible to indistinctly represent individual components. Tasks
of this type can be solved using the MultiMAP scheduling algorithm described
in this paper, personalizing the process constructing a plan by using knowledge
about the current preferences of each of the team member and made by each
one.
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Table 1. Example of domain description and planning task

The article [12] considers a multi-agent approach to the use of the LAMA
planning algorithm [20]. The planning algorithm described in the article builds
plans of various levels, where the plan of the highest level consists only of public
actions of agents. Each public action is interpreted by the agent as a private
action plan based on facts internal to the agent. A high-level plan is considered
to be valid if each agent draws up an action plan independently from other agents
until the private preconditions for public action are reached, which he performs
in a high-level plan. The means of representing knowledge in the article is the
logic of the predicate calculus of the first order.

The article [1] describes the algorithms of weak and strong privacy, created
to realize the possibility of hiding personal actions that make up the process of
performing a public action within the framework of a multi-agent approach to
the construction of team of agents action plan. To describe the domain and the
planning task, a multi-agent version of the PDDL language is used, which allows
manipulating with private actions and facts. In this paper, each of the agents
plans make actions within their own world map processes, which implies the use
of private, personal agent actions. However, the notions of limitations of possible
actions of other agents are part of the picture of the world of the planning agent,
which he created on the basis of available data on other agents.
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4 Method and MultiMAP Algorithm

4.1 Sign Based World Model

In this paper the model of the sign based world model is used as the main way
of knowledge representation, the basic element of which is a four-component
structure, called the sign [14,16]. The sign can represent both a static object
and an action. The sign is given by the name and contains the components of
the image, significance, and personal meaning. The image component contains
the characteristic features of the represented object or process. The significance
component represents generalized usage scenarios for the collective of agents.
The component of the personal meaning of the sign determines the role of the
object in the actions of the subject committed by him with this object. Personal
meanings of the sign are formed in the process of the subject’s activity and are
the concretization of scenarios from the meaning of this sign. Personal meanings
reveal the preferences of the subject of activity, reflect the motive and emotional
coloring of the actions.

The components of the sign consist of special semantic (causal) networks
at the nodes of which the so-called causal matrices are located. Each causal
matrix represents a sequence of lists (columns) of attributes of a given sign
component. The attributes are either elementary data from sensors or references
to the corresponding signs. For example, the causal matrix of the sign on consists
of two columns: the left column contains the sign of the blockX, and the right
sign the blockY , which indicates that the blockX is on the blockY . Using each of
the three resulting causal networks, it is possible to describe a series of semantic
relations on a set of signs. So among the relations on a set of signs on a network
of significance there is a class-subclass relation, when for one sign designating
some role there can be several signs playing this role, forming its causal matrix
on a network of significance.

Formally, the s symbol is a tuple of four components: 〈n, p,m, a〉, where is
the name of the sign, p is the image of the sign corresponding to the node wp(s)
of the causal network on the images, m is the sign significance corresponding to
the node wm(s) of the causal network of significances, a - the personal meaning
of the sign, corresponding to the node wa(s) of the causal network on the senses.
Rn - relations on the set of signs, and θ - operations on the set of signs, obtained
on the basis of fragments of causal networks, to which the corresponding sign
components belong. A tuple of five elements 〈Wp(s),Wm(s),Wa(s), Rn, θ〉 is a
model of a semiotic network.

The model of the sign based world model is used in this paper as the basic way
of representing knowledge for building collective plans. As part of the process of
plan finding in a sign based world model, the reverse planning process (from the
target situation) is carried out, described in detail in Sect. 4.2. Agents perform
various actions based on their personal meanings and try to reach the initial
situation. Knowledge of the capabilities of the planning agent and other agents
is represented by nodes on the causal networks of the personal meanings of the
sign “I ” and the signs “A1”, “A2” etc. for each agent, respectively, which allows
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agents to plan their actions based on the criteria for the possibility of applying
actions by the planning agent, or from the possibility of applying the actions of
someone from other agents of the group. Like any sign, the causal matrix of sign
“I ” consists of the personal meanings of the agent, carrying out the planning
process, its image and significances. The image of the agent and other members
of the group is his main characteristic, important for the recognition of other
agents by sensor data, so we have omitted this component. The significance of
the “I ” sign and the signs of other agents are generalized scenarios (actions) in
which an agent can act as an entity either directly or through its classes. All
actions that agent Ai can perform are represented in his personal meanings and
are partially specified value whose action roles are prefilled in accordance with
the block of constraints C(Ai) presented in the planning task T .

The signs of other agents are related by a class-subclass relationship to the
abstract sign “They”. Agent signs include agent views of the remaining agents,
derived from a general description of the planning task.

4.2 MultiMAP Algorithm

The planning process in the sign based world model is realized with MAP-
algorithm [17,19] and goes in the opposite direction: from the final situation
to the initial one. The input of the algorithm is a description of the task
Tagent = 〈NT , S, Sitstart, Sitgoal〉 where NT - the task identifier, S - the set
of signs, including the sign of the current agent SI , and the signs of other agents
SAg1, SAg2, SAg3, . . . . Sitstart = 〈∅, ∅, astart〉 - the initial situation is modeled
by a sign with meaning astart = {zastart}, Sitgoal = 〈∅, ∅, agoal〉 - the target
situation with meaning agoal = {zagoal}.
Input: description of the planning domain D, description of the planning task T
maximum depth of iterations imax
Output: plan

1. For agent in agents:
2. Tagent := GROUND(P,A)
3. Plan := MAPSEARCH(Tagent)
4. function MAPSEARCH(Tagent)
5. zcur := zagoal
6. zstart := zastart
7. Plans := MAPITERATION(zcur, zstart, ∅, 0)
8. {Plan0, P lan1, ...} = SORT (PLANS)
9. return Plan0

10. function MAPITERATION(zcur, zstart, Plancur, i)
11. if i > imax then:
12. return ∅
13. Actchains = getsitsigns(zcur)
14. for chain in Actchains:

15. Actsignif = getactions(chain)
16. for pmsignif in Actsignif :
17. Ch = openaction(pmsignif )
18. meanings = generatemeanings(Ch, agents)
19. checked = activity(zcur,meanings)
20. candidates = metaactivity(checked)
21. for candidate, agent in candidates:
22. zcur+1 = timeshiftbackwords(zcur,

23. candidate)
24. plan.append(candidate, agent)
25. if zcur+1 ∈ zstart:
26. return plan
27. else: Plans := MAPITERATION(zcur+1,

28. zstart, plan, i + 1)

The algorithm begins with the process of symbol grounding (loading the sign
based world model of the agent) GROUND, in which corresponding signs and rela-
tions are created for all objects, roles, predicates and actions in them in the causal
networks of significances and personal meanings. For the initial and final situa-
tions, the signs Sitstart and Sitgoal are created and nodes of causal networks of
personal meanings wa(Sitstart) and wa(Sitgoal) are defined. In general, the Ts task
is the result of the symbol grounding procedure - the formation of world model from
the original descriptions of the planning domain D and the planning task T .
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The result of the implementation of the MultiMAP algorithm is a plan
Plan = {〈zas1, zap1, Sx〉, 〈zas2, zap2, Sx〉, . . . , 〈zasn, zapn, Sx〉} - sequence of the length
of n pairs 〈zasi, zapi, Sx〉, where zasi is the causal matrix of a certain network node
on the personal meanings representing the i planning situation, zapi - the causal
matrix of some personal meaning representing the action applied in the zasi situ-
ation, and Sx the agent sign, x ∈ {I,Ag1, Ag2, Ag3, . . .} depending on the possi-
bility actions by the agent himself or by other agents. In this case, the situation
zasi+1 is the result of the action zapi, in the sense that is revealed later in the dis-
cussion of the algorithm, zas1 := zastart - the causal matrix, corresponding to the
meaning of the initial situation, zasn := zagoal - the causal matrix corresponding
to the meaning of the target situation.

For each agent, the planning algorithm starts with the process of signification.
In this process, signs are generated from the data received by the agent through
domain analysis and planning tasks. The process of signification is the process
of creating a of the subject’s world model, within the framework of this process,
the networks of significances and personal meanings of the agent are formed from
causal matrixes of signs, signs “I ” and “They” are formed.

The process of signification begins with the creation of signs of agents and
objects and with the creation of corresponding causal matrices on a network of
significances. After this, signs and causal matrices of object types are created,
procedural signs for predicates and actions. There is a formation of class-subclass
relations between different object signs. In the causal matrix on the network of
personal meanings of the sign “I” includes the sign of the agent performing the
planning process, the signs of other agents are included in the causal matrix
of the sign “They”. Procedural and object signs that satisfy the constraints of
agents are included in causal matrices on the network of personal meanings of
the agent’s sign. In the causal matrix on the network of personal meanings of
the sign “I” are included constraints related to the activities of the planning
agent, with respect to the available for use object and procedural signs. Causal
matrices are created on the network of personal meanings of the signs of the
initial and final situation, the corresponding object signs are included in them.

Steps 4–26 describe an algorithm for constructing an action plan for each of
the agents. After this, the MAPITERATION function described in clauses 10–
26 is executed. At the first step of the recursively called MAPITERATION
function, the current recursion step is compared with the maximum iteration
step imax - if it is exceeded, the function returns an empty set. In step 13, all
the characters appearing in the description of the current situation (getsitsigns)
are received. In step 15 - the generation of all procedural marks (getactions), in
step 17, a list of all object signs included in the causal matrices of procedural
signs (openaction) is created. In steps 18–20, new nodes of the causal network of
the personal senses of procedural signs are searched for, into the causal matrices
of which the signs of the target situation enter. From point 21 to point 26, the
process of creating a new situation occurs on the basis of the signs entering
into the causal matrices of the received procedural signs and signs entering into
the causal matrix of the current situation. In step 26, a recursive call to the
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MAPITERATION function occurs if the new causal matrix created in step
22 is not included in the initial situation matrix, otherwise, the function returns
the found plans.

4.3 Model Example

An example of work of the presented algorithm can be the solution of plan-
ning task in the well-known formulation of the “Blocksworld” [4] task. Problem
domain is described in the multi-agent version of the PDDL language and serves
as the initial data for the formation of the sign based world model. World model
consist of object signs such as the sign of the “block” and procedural signs “on”,
“holding”, “pick-up”, “unstack”, etc. The agent is specified by a special object
with type agent. Blocks have different sizes (predicate “size”), and agents are
available action “wait”, which contain empty sets of conditions and effects.

Here is an example of a MultiMAP planning algorithm solving a problem
in which, in the initial situation, the four blocks “a”, “b”, “c” and “d” are
on the table, the signs of each of these block includes in the causal matrix of
the “ontable” sign, the block “a” and “c” are big, that is, the sign “size” is
replaced by the sign “big” when forming the causal matrix of the procedural
sign “blocktype” using the signs of these blocks in the process of signification,
while the other two blocks are small and the sign “size” is replaced by the
sign “small”. Two agents that operate with different types of blocks have empty
manipulators and blocks are clear, that is, the signs of the blocks are included the
causal matrices of the personal meaning of the sign “clear”. The result of solving
this planning task are plans of each of the agents for the construction of the tower
“a-b-c-d”, in which the sign of the block “d” is included the causal matrix of the
procedural sign “ontable”, the causal matrix of the sign “clear” includes the sign
of the block “a”, and the remaining signs form causal matrices of the procedural
sign “on”. For each agent in the causal matrix, on a network of personal meanings
includes procedural and object signs that satisfy the constraints of the problem.

In Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the causal matrix on the significance network
of the procedural sign “stack”. A similar network displays a sequence of class-
subclass relations and a role-sign relations for each of the action objects in the
MAP-planning algorithm. Thus, the sign “block?x” during the formation of the
causal matrix of procedural signs is replaced by the sign of any of the blocks,
which does not contradict the constraints of the problem described in the set C.

At the first stage of the main iteration of the algorithm, set of precedents are
obtained, empty in the simplest case. At the next stage, the process of obtaining
object signs included in the current situation and defining the procedural signs
“stack”, “unstack”, “put-down”, “pick-up” and “wait”.

Next, the formation of causal matrices of procedural signs occurs by replacing
the signs of roles with object signs, in Fig. 1 shows the process of constructing
the matrix of the procedural sign “unstack” from the object sign “a”. At this
stage, the applicability of the resulting causal matrices of the procedural signs is
checked by screening out those causal matrices that do not fit the constraints of
the problem, or do not satisfy the selection heuristic. Constraints of the task are
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related to the possibility of applying the actions of the agent, which are described
by the presence of appropriate procedural and object signs in the causal matrix
on the network of personal meanings of the agent’s sign. In Fig. 1, the causal
matrices that are involved in the formation of the causal matrix on the network
of personal meanings of the procedural sign “unstack” are highlighted in green,
under the condition that the signs “a” and “b are included in the required causal
matrix. Since the block “a” is big by the condition of the problem (the object
sign “a” included in the causal matrix of the significances of the procedural sign
“blocktype” along with the object sign “big”), taking into account the constraints
of the problem, only the agent “A1” can perform manipulations with it.

Causal matrix of the procedural sign
“stack” on significance network

The process of obtaining the sign of the
procedural matrix of the “unstack” action

Fig. 1. Network representations of actions “stack” and “unstack”

At the final stage of the iteration, a new causal matrix znext is created on
the network of personal meanings, representing the following planning situation.
As a result of the algorithm, plans are created by each of the agents:

A1 : (pick − upc, I), (stackcd, I), (pick − upb,A2), (stackbc, A2), (pick − upa, I), (stackab, I).

A2 : (pick − upc,A1), (stackcd,A1), (pick − upb, I), (stackbc, I), (pick − upa,A1), (stackab,A1).

5 Experiments

Within the model problem presented in Sect. 4.3, experiments were performed
describing the problems solved by the MultiMAP planning algorithm. The results
of experiments are described in Table 2.

Based on the obtained data, the graphs of memory usage and time spent
were constructed depending on the complexity of the tasks (Fig. 2).
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Table 2. Results of the conducted experiments with the MAP-algorithm in the context
of solving the problems of the “Blocksworld” task (WM - sign based world model)

# Amount of
agents

Amount of
blocks (task
complexity)

Plans length Amount of
signs in
agents WM

Plans time
counting

Amount of
memory for
each plan

1 2 4 6 29 9.189 34.8

2 2 5 8 30 20.153 46.5

3 3 5 8 32 61.627 83.4

4 3 6 10 33 114.927 130.6

5 3 8 14 35 321.948 307.6

6 4 8 14 37 731.760 503.1

7 3 4 8 29 15.343 143.1

8 3 4 8 29 7.842 49.7

Fig. 2. Graphs of the dependence of the memory used and the timing of the plans
processing relative to the complexity of the problem. “a”

According to the data shown in Fig. 2, it can be concluded that with an
increase in the number of subjects and objects in the planning algorithm, there
is a fairly strong increase in resource consumption, which complicates the process
of cognitive evaluation of the complex situation for a large number of stakehold-
ers. Despite the fact of the length and laboriousness of calculations, the pre-
constructed action plan at times facilitates the tactical operation of the agent,
providing possible auxiliary actions of other agents. A sing approach to planning
provides an opportunity to preserve the experience accumulated in the process
of acting agents, greatly accelerating the process of finding plans for solving
similar problems which becomes obvious from the data of 7 and 8 experiments.
Experiment 7 uses a task with similar objects, agents, and constraints with task
1, but the initial situation has been partially changed. In the 8th experiment,
the experience of the agents is used in finding the plan in the first problem for
finding the plans in the general problem with the 7th experiment.
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6 Conclusion

The paper presents an algorithm for planning behavior by an intelligent agent
with based on signs world model and functioning in a group of heterogeneous
agents. The agent is given the task of achieving a certain goal in the space
of conditions of the environment, which he is unable to achieve independently.
In the sign based world model agents are described by signs “I ” and “Other”
(“They”), which allow them to include both their actions in the plan, and the
actions of others. The proposed MultiMAP algorithm was tested on the model
task “Blocksworld”. In the future, it is planned to enable agents to assess the
possible costs of performing actions and choose between different, both group
and individual plans, for the least use of the resource. Also, to compile and select
more complex plans, special sign protocols of communication between agents will
be developed.
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